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1 The conundrum

Between June 30, 2004 and January 31, 2005, the Federal Open Market Committee

increased the target federal funds rate by 150 bps (basis points) or 1.50%. Over the

same period, the long end of the yield curve fell, with the 10-year yield declining by

70 bps and the 10-year (instantaneous) forward rate by more than 100 bps. This

pronounced rotation in the yield and forward rate curves caught many by surprise.

Alan Greenspan was one. In his February 2005 testimony to Congress (Greenspan,

2005), he noted:

This development contrasts with most experience, which suggests that ...

increasing short-term interest rates are normally accompanied by a rise

in longer-term yields. Historically, even ... distant forward rates have

tended to rise in association with monetary policy tightening. ... For

the moment, the broadly unanticipated behavior of world bond markets

remains a conundrum.

Bill Gross was another. PIMCO’s legendary bond investor advised clients in February

2004 to reduce duration, only to see long bonds rally. Thirteen months later, he

confessed confusion over what had occurred (Gross, 2005):

Who would have thought that the bond market could have [done so well]?

Not yours truly, nor Alan Greenspan. ... How then to explain it? ... I

must tell you that we at PIMCO have been talking about this topic for

months. We, too, have been befuddled.



Subsequently, the Fed continued raising the fed funds target, but the 10-year forward

rate continued to fall. Overall, the 10-year forward rate fell 170 basis points between

June 2004 and June 2005, and has rebounded only about 50 bps since then.

If the word “conundrum” from a respected central banker covered red faces in

the investment community, it did little to explain what had happened. Observers

had no shortage of ideas: a decline in long-run growth or inflation expectations; an

increase in the global supply of savings; an improvement in the ability of global capital

markets to allocate risk efficiently; massive purchases of US treasuries by Asian central

banks and petroleum exporters; increased demand for long bonds by pension funds;

reduced supply of long-maturity instruments following the Treasury’s 2001 decision

(later rescinded) to discontinue auctions of the thirty-year bond; or a global decline

in macroeconomic and financial market uncertainty, perhaps the result of improved

procedures for monetary policy or the state of the business cycle.

So what happened? We look at a number of possible explanations, holding each up

to a broad array of evidence. Section 2 is devoted to facts. Like Sherlock Holmes, we

believe it’s helpful to know the facts before speculating about their resolution. Over

the conundrum period, real rates fell along with nominal rates, long-term survey

expectations of inflation, growth, and interest rates were roughly flat, volatilities and

risk spreads fell across a wide range of assets, and distant-horizon forward rates fell on

British and German government bonds. In Section 3, we consider interpretations of

the facts based on affine bond-pricing models, which allow us to decompose forward

rates into term premiums and expected future short rates, and then to further parse

each into real and inflation components. The models suggest that term premiums

declined considerably over the period of interest. In Section 4 we consider changes

in the macroeconomic environment that might help explain such changes in term
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premiums, including a discussion of the explanations mentioned earlier.

2 Facts

We collect a number of related facts — figures, really — to provide a context for later

discussion. We organize them around a series of topics.

Cyclical behavior of interest rates. The essence of the conundrum is evident in

Figure 1. During the three preceding episodes of monetary policy tightening, starting

in 1986, 1994, and 1999, the 10-year yield on US treasuries increased sharply along

with the fed funds target. However, during the most recent period of tightening,

10-year yields declined. We see in Figure 2 that the 10-year forward rate fell 170 bps

from June 2004 to June 2005, reaching its lowest point in 30 years in the summer

of 2005. The more modest decline in the 10-year yield is essentially an average of

the sharp decline in long forward rates and the concurrent increase in short rates.

We focus much of our analysis on forward rates, since they capture the behavior of

interest rates in a particularly clean way. Here and below, yields and forward rates

are derived from prices of treasury securities by the Nelson-Siegel-Svensson method,

as described in Gürkaynak, Sack, and Wright (2006). Data sources and descriptions

are given in Appendix A.

The recent behavior of forward rates is clearly different from the three preceding

tightening episodes, but what can we say about the cyclical behavior of forward rates

more generally? Figure 3 is a scatter-plot of the 10-year forward rate against the un-

employment rate, a convenient indicator of the state of the business cycle. [Lehman

Brothers (2006, Figure 6) includes a similar figure.] There’s a clear association be-

tween the two variables, with forward rates and unemployment being quite strongly
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positively correlated (the correlation is 0.64), indicating that long forward rates have

been countercyclical. The recent past (the solid circles) is not very different from the

general pattern, though recent forward rates have been a bit on the low end.

Real and nominal interest rates. In Figure 4, we compare the change in the

nominal forward rate curve between June 2004 and June 2005 with the analogous

change in the inflation-protected TIPS curve. Evidently the nominal and real forward

rate curves experienced similar shifts, although the nominal curve shifted by a larger

amount. If we compare 10-year forward rates, the nominal curve dropped by 172 bps

and the real curve by 96 bps, a little more than half. The difference between the two

curves reflects compensation for inflation. It is often used as a measure of inflation

expectations, but it also includes an inflation risk premium and a TIPS liquidity

premium. We’ll return to this later.

Expectations of inflation and growth. If we look directly at what forecasters tell

us about future inflation, GDP growth, and short-term interest rates, there is no

apparent change in 2004-05 that might account for the drop in long forward rates. The

data summarized in Figure 5 are 5-10-year “long-range forecasts” produced by Blue

Chip Economic Indicators and consist of averages over a large number of professional

forecasters. The steady drop in the forecast of long-term expected inflation over the

1990s coincides with a similar drop in the 10-year yield (see Figure 1), but there

is little or no movement in expected inflation or GDP growth during 2004-05. The

inflation forecast in the figure is for the CPI; the analogous series for the GDP deflator

is lower throughout, but has similar movements through time. The long-range growth

forecast increases dramatically in 2000, which you might expect to be associated with

an increase in long forward rates, but has moved little since then. Similarly, the

long-range forecast of the 3-month treasury bill rate has been flat over the last three
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years. Given this evidence, it’s hard to argue convincingly that the recent decline in

long yields reflects expectations of lower inflation, slower growth, or lower short-term

interest rates.

Credit spreads and volatility. One striking feature of the recent past has been

the unusually low spreads on risky instruments. The spread between Baa and Aaa

corporate debt, for example, is an indication of how much the market discounts lower-

rated bonds. It reflects a combination of the risk inherent in these bonds and the price

applied to such risk. In the first panel of Figure 6, we see that the spread declined

sharply between 2000 and early 2005. The second panel reflects interest rate risk:

the implied volatility of one-year interest rate caps, market-based measure of short-

term volatility on a short-term interest rate (6-month LIBOR). It, too, fell sharply

over the period of interest. Moreover, realized volatility — in this case, the standard

deviation of daily changes in forward rates — also fell, as Berner and Miles (2006)

note. The annual standard deviation of one-day changes in the 10-year instantaneous

forward rate dropped from 6.8 basis points in 2003 to 4.1 basis points in 2006. Over

the conundrum period, investors not only expected less interest rate volatility, there

was less volatility. The third panel in the figure is the CBOE volatility index or

VIX, whose price is tied to the short-term (30-day) volatility of S&P 500 stock index

options. The figure shows that the VIX also declined between 2002 and 2005. We

think the evidence indicates that financial market risk and risk premiums across a

range of assets were substantially lower in 2005 than they had been a year or two

earlier.

Macroeconomic uncertainty. The underlying source of the decline in asset market

volatility remains unclear. Federal Reserve communications have given markets more

forward-looking guidance on the path of monetary policy, making it more predictable.
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This might account for a fall in near-term interest rate uncertainty, but its broader

impact on asset market volatility is less evident. Macroeconomic uncertainty is in-

herently difficult to measure, particularly when we are concerned with uncertainty

at long horizons, but the dispersion of long-horizon survey predictions serves as a

crude proxy. The Blue Chip surveys report a simple dispersion measure for their

long-horizon survey questions: the difference between the averages of the ten highest

and ten lowest responses. Figure 7 shows a time series of the dispersion of expec-

tations for inflation (CPI), real GDP growth, and 3-month Treasury bill yields for

5-10 years hence. Although somewhat noisy, they have all been trending noticeably

lower. Note, too, that this period of reduced macroeconomic volatility comes well

after the start of the Great Moderation, the decline in macroeconomic volatility that

researchers typically date to the early 1980s. Most of the decline in Blue Chip dis-

persion measures comes in the early 1990s, but there has been further decline in the

dispersion of interest rate and inflation expectations over the last few years. Perhaps

investors believe that macroeconomic uncertainty has declined further, or took time

to learn about the Great Moderation.

Forward rates in Germany and the UK. The fall in forward rates since mid-2004

was not unique to the US. In Figure 8, we plot 10-year forward rates for the US,

Germany, and the UK. The conundrum is evident in all three, even though they are

at different stages of the business cycle. Indeed, forward rates in these countries have

been unusually highly correlated over the last two or three years. Kroszner (2006)

observes that long rates have declined even in such middle-income countries as Brazil,

Chile, Colombia, Indonesia, Mexico, Russia, and Thailand. In several, countries now

issue local-currency debt at modest yields at maturities that didn’t exist a decade

ago.
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3 Affine interpretations of forward rates

The recent decline in long forward rates, a similar decline in many measures of volatil-

ity, and the apparent absence of any change in expected inflation and treasury bill

rates suggest to us that smaller term premiums played a role in the conundrum. We

wouldn’t call the evidence definitive, but it’s suggestive. A complementary source of

information comes from estimates of affine bond pricing models. There are lots of

examples in the literature, not all of them the same, but a collection of models esti-

mated by researchers at the Federal Reserve illustrates their potential to shed light

on the behavior of long forward rates.

Our starting point is a common decomposition of long forward rates into expected

future short rates and term premiums:

f
(n)
t = Etrt+n + tp

(n)
t . (1)

Here f
(n)
t is the n-period-ahead forward rate at date t, rt+n ≡ f

(0)
t+n is the short rate

n periods in the future, and tpn
t is a term premium. Equation (1) is essentially a

definition of the term premium; it has content only if we have a way to identify the

components.

We face two hurdles in turning equation (1) into a useable decomposition. The

first is the time series variability of long forward rates. Stationary ergodic models

imply that the variance of forward rates converges to zero as the maturity increases.

Shiller (1979) made this point in a setting with constant term premiums, but it applies

more generally. It applies, for example, to most affine models. One way or another,

a realistic model must incorporate a high degree of persistence somewhere, so that

convergence works slowly enough that forward rates with maturities of (say) 10 years
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still have significant volatility. A related issue is the impact of news on long-maturity

forward rates. It is not uncommon for a single macroeconomic news announcement

to cause large changes in forward rates with maturities of ten years or more; see, for

example, Beechey (2007), Gürkaynak, Sack, and Swanson (2005), and Lu and Wu

(2005). Whether this reflects changes in expectations of distant short rates or term

premiums remains to be seen, but it’s clear we need persistence in one or the other.

The second hurdle is identifying the two components of (1). An older line of

research used the expectations hypothesis, which in this context amounts to the

assumption that term premiums are constant: they can vary with n but not with t.

In this case, all of the movement in long forward rates is associated with changes in

expected short rates. This not only assumes the answer to the decomposition (1), it

conflicts with an enormous body of work documenting the empirical weaknesses of

the expectations hypothesis. See, among many others, the survey and synthesis in

Dai and Singleton (2002). One issue is the predictability of long yields. Under the

expectations hypothesis, a steep yield curve implies that long yields should rise. In

US data we find the opposite, as Macaulay (1938) noted years ago:

The yields on [long-maturity] bonds should fall during a period in which

short-term rates are higher than the yields of the bonds and rise during a

period in which short-term rates are lower. Now experience is more nearly

the opposite.

Similarly, excess returns on long bonds can be predicted from the term structure of

interest rates, which contradicts the expectations hypothesis. All of this evidence

implies that term premiums vary with time, and therefore that the expectations

hypothesis is a poor guide to interest rate dynamics.
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Financial models use this predictability to estimate term premiums from observed

bond yields and perhaps other data. They have the potential to distinguish between

changes in term premiums and expected short rates, and therefore to point to the

source of the conundrum. The most popular of these models are affine: they generate

yields and forward rates that are linear functions of a vector of state variables, which in

turn follows a linear autoregressive process. We describe below some of the properties

of estimated versions of Duffee’s (2002) “essentially affine” model, an example of the

more general class of affine models characterized by Duffie and Kan (1996). We

describe a one-factor version in Appendix B.

The Kim-Orphanides model

Most estimated essentially affine models identify the two components of forward rates

from the predictability of yields or returns alone. Kim and Orphanides (2005) add

direct information about the dynamics of interest rates to a three-factor model. They

use professional forecasts of treasury bill rates to help identify the expected future

short rate component of the forward rate, which allows relatively precise estimation of

the term premium through (1). The estimated model is stationary but very persistent:

the half-life of the most persistent factor is 13 years, which allows it to generate

substantial movement in long-maturity forward rates.

The results are apparent in Figure 9, where we plot the 10-year forward rate

and the decomposition implied by the model. This decomposition suggests that the

decline in 10-year ahead forward rates from June 2004 to June 2005 is nearly fully

explained by a declining term premium. Expected future short rates edged lower over

this period, but the forward term premium declined from 2-1/2 percentage points to 1.

Since June 2005, forward rates have risen a little, but the term premium has remained
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at around 1 percent. One can likewise decompose long yields into components. The

term premium component of the 10-year yield is estimated to have fallen from 1-1/4

percentage points in June 2004 to a scant 30 bps in June 2005.

Real and nominal term premiums

We can look further into the role of inflation in these developments by incorporating

inflation and TIPS rates into the analysis. If one adds the dynamics of inflation to the

model, then it becomes possible also to price synthetic real bonds and to decompose

real forward rates into a real term premium and the expected future real short-term

interest rate. Such an exercise does not require TIPS: it is a real term structure model

constructed from inflation and nominal interest rate data alone. Kim (2004) and Ang,

Bekaert and Wei (2007) are two such models. Both allow for a four-way decomposition

of nominal forward rates into expected future real short-term interest rates, expected

future inflation, the real term premium and the inflation risk premium.

It seems a pity however completely to ignore the information in TIPS. TIPS have

only been trading since 1997, and evidently had large liquidity premiums in the early

years of trading. Meanwhile, the synthetic real bond that we would wish to price is

one with liquidity that is comparable to a nominal Treasury bond. But, the liquidity

of TIPS has improved, and the inflation compensation implied by TIPS is a widely-

used barometer of inflation expectations even though inflation compensation is not

the same thing as expected inflation. Motivated by these considerations, D’Amico,

Kim, and Wei (2006) augment a real term structure model with TIPS. The model

is estimated over the period since 1990. TIPS are treated as missing data before

1999, which is straightforward to handle via the Kalman filter. Also, the yields on

TIPS are assumed to equal the sum of yields on the synthetic liquid real bonds and
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a TIPS liquidity premium. We refer the reader to that paper for more details on the

specification. Its properties are illustrated in Figure 10, a plot of the 10-year forward

rate and four components. The estimates suggest that the real term premium has

fallen sharply since June 2004, and the inflation risk premium has fallen by a lesser

amount. On the other hand, expected future real short-term interest rates have been

flat and expected future inflation has actually risen modestly.

Accounting

All in all, given the time-variation in term premiums, the facts about risk spreads

and volatilities (Figure 6), survey expectations (Figure 5), and the Kim-Orphanides

estimates of affine model (Figure 9), we think that a decline in term premiums is

likely to be the principal explanation for the decline in long-horizon forward rates

from June 2004 to June 2005. But we cannot be sure of this. What we can be sure of

is the arithmetic identity that forward rates are the sum of expected future rates and

term premiums. If term premiums did not decline, then the long-run expectation of

the federal funds rate must have fallen by about 1.7 percentage points. Indeed, there

are economic forces that may have pushed expected equilibrium real interest rates

down. For example, an increase in the global demand for savings could represent

a permanent leftward shift in the IS curve, resulting in lower expected future real

short-term interest rates. Or, investors may have scaled back their expectations for

future productivity growth amid weak business investment. Still, economic growth

was robust, inflation was drifting up and a 1.7 percentage point decline in expected

future short-term interest rates would seem surprising. But arithmetically, this is the

only alternative explanation to a fall in the term premium. In a similar calculation,

on average over the last 20 years, the spread between the federal funds rate and 10-
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year forward rates is 2 percentage points, which is an estimate of the average term

premium over this period. The 10-year forward rate now stands around 5 percent.

This means that either the expected federal funds rate ten years’ hence is close to 3

percent, or that the term premium is below its average over the past 20 years.

4 Integrating macroeconomics and finance

Affine models suggest that term premiums fell in the recent past, but the absence of

macroeconomic structure in these models makes it difficult to say why. Did Federal

Reserve policy change? Did macroeconomic risk fall? Are any of the ideas mentioned

at the start persuasive? We fill the gap with a combination of speculation and casual

empiricism.

The first issue is the cyclical behavior of the term premium. There’s a wide

range of evidence on asset returns that suggests that risk premiums in general are

countercyclical: smaller in booms than recessions. Cochrane and Piazzesi (2005,

2006) and Ludvigson and Ng (2006) are good examples for bond returns. Since

the recent period has been an expansion, we would indeed expect term premiums

to have declined. And this helps explain the otherwise-puzzling correlation between

unemployment and distant-horizon forward rate shown in Figure 3.

There may also have been a secular decline in asset price volatility, which could

account for lower risk premiums in general, and lower term premiums in particular,

as discussed by Rudebusch, Swanson, and Wu (2006). That in turn begs the question

of why asset price volatility fell. But as shown in Figure 7, judging from surveys,

the dispersion of agents’ long-run macroeconomic expectations and especially their

long-run inflation expectations has fallen, which is at least suggestive of a decline in
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uncertainty about long-run inflation rates. This could in turn owe to more credible

and transparent monetary policy, in which future interest rates moves are indicated

well in advance. The last decade has seen a global trend towards central banks be-

coming more independent of political influences, providing more explicit information

to the public about their decisions including publishing forecasts, and adopting some

form of inflation targeting. Also, more integrated financial markets may reduce the

potential short-term gain from any one country adopting more inflationary policies,

which in turn makes a commitment to a low and stable level of inflation more cred-

ible. All this might help account for a global decline in inflation uncertainty and

hence in inflation risk premiums. Some evidence for this interpretation is given by

the especially sharp decline in forward rates in the United Kingdom around the time

that the Bank of England was granted operational independence, as can be seen in

Figure 8. Arguably, in the last few years, investors in the United States and abroad

have become convinced that inflation has been conquered forever — or at least for

the relevant time horizon — and so no longer demand large inflation risk premiums.

In the United States, the Volcker disinflation took place a long time ago, and it is

indeed a little hard to see why the last three years should be the time that investors

suddenly became confident that inflation would remain contained indefinitely. Still,

reduced inflation uncertainty amid changes in central bank policy seems to be high

on the list of plausible explanations for the global decline in distant horizon forward

rates. Growth uncertainty might also have declined, for a variety of reasons: monetary

policy, financial innovation, or inventory management.

Some analysts have suggested that a fall in term premiums may owe to increased

demand for longer-duration securities stemming from the prospect of corporate pen-

sion reform that might encourage pension funds better to match the duration of their
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assets and liabilities. This seems a plausible story in the United Kingdom, where

pension funds must satisfy strict duration-matching requirements. The real yield on

fifty-year indexed government bonds in the United Kingdom fell below 50 basis points

in January 2006, which is consistent with special demand from pension funds for this

unusually long-duration security. Still, the explanation does not make as much sense

in the United States, where corporate pension reform has proceeded more slowly.

Another explanation is that Asian central banks may be buying up Treasury se-

curities, driving the term premium down; see Bernanke, Reinhart, and Sack (2004)

and Warnock and Warnock (2004). This does not seem satisfying as a complete

explanation for the “conundrum” because, as shown earlier, foreign forward rates ex-

hibited similar swings to those in the United States. But US and foreign government

bonds may be close substitutes, and as such, purchases of Treasuries may drive for-

eign term premiums down. One “natural experiment” strongly suggests that Asian

central bank purchases are part of the story. On July 21, 2005, the Peoples’ Bank of

China announced that it was modestly revaluing the renminbi and adopting a new

exchange rate regime. The announcement came out at 7 a.m. Eastern time, and was

immediately understood by market participants as implying that China would not

need to buy as many Treasuries to hold the value of the renmibni down as had pre-

viously been thought. At the time of the announcement, the yield of the on-the-run

10-year Treasury note jumped up about 7 bps. The timing of the jump in Treasury

yields clearly indicates that it owes to the announcement from the Peoples’ Bank of

China. To be sure, 7 basis points represents a tiny share of the “conundrum”, but

the revaluation of the renminbi was not big, and so the episode suggests that foreign

central bank purchases of Treasury securities have at least played some role. Capital

flows from petroleum exporting countries could have a similar effect.
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Finally, some analysts have pointed to demographics as an explanation for falling

term premiums, as substantial cohorts of the populations of industrialized economies

near retirement. In this explanation, aging populations in industrialized countries

are expected to shift their holdings away from risky assets such as equities and to-

wards bonds and other assets that are perceived to be relatively safe, and these shifts

may place some downward pressure on term premiums (and upward pressure on eq-

uity risk premiums). However, demographics are slow-moving and predictable, and

it can hardly be claimed that there has been a substantial or unexpected shift in

demographics since June 2004.

Finally, term premiums do not have to owe to any fundamental explanation and

could instead be a consequence of irrational behavior of investors. Arguably, the

choppy behavior of 10-year forward rates is hard to make sense of either in terms of

expected short term interest rates or of risk compensation from any rational equilib-

rium asset pricing model.

A regression model

The affine term structure models introduced in the previous section use a set of la-

tent factors as the state vector. This has the advantage of fitting the data well, but

the disadvantage of lacking a direct economic interpretation. To get some sense of

the ability of some of the economic explanations discussed above to account for the

conundrum, we regressed the 10-year forward nominal term premiums as estimated

by the model of Kim and Orphanides (2005) on the unemployment rate (to represent

the cyclical patterns in term premiums) and the dispersion of Blue-Chip long-horizon

survey measures of inflation (to proxy the impact of inflation uncertainty on term pre-

miums). The regression was run at the same frequency as the Blue Chip long-horizon
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survey. The results are shown in Table 1. Higher interest rate implied volatility,

greater dispersion of inflation expectations and higher unemployment are all associ-

ated with larger term premiums and the coefficients are all statistically significant.

The actual and fitted term premiums from this regression are plotted in Figure 11.

The model is able to explain a good bit of the decline in term premiums since 1990,

and even some of the fall in the last three years, as the dispersion of inflation expec-

tations has fallen while the economy has been going through an expansionary period.

Only some of the decline in term premiums since June 2004 can be explained by this

model, but it suggests that these factors may be at least part of the explanation.

5 Conclusion

We think the evidence points to a declining term premium as the primary source

of the recent fall in long forward rates. This interpretation is broadly consistent

with observed changes in risk spreads, interest rate and stock market volatility, the

dispersion in long-range forecasts, and estimates of (some) affine bond-pricing mod-

els. In contrast, long-range forecasts of inflation, growth, and short-term interest

rates provide little reason to believe that they might account for the same decline

in long forward rates. In this sense, we follow a long line of work in suggesting that

expectations-hypothesis intuition, based on constant term premiums, is likely to be

misleading not only in this case but more generally.

The next step, in our view, should be to develop models in which macroeconomic

policy and behavior can be tied more directly to the properties of interest rates. We

might want to know, for example, whether changes in the volatility of output or in the

nature or communication of monetary policy had an impact on the behavior of long
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rates in the recent past. Neither of this is possible with existing models. Ang and

Piazzesi (2003) show how macroeconomic variables influence the behavior of bond

yields, but this and related work has little in the way of macroeconomic structure.

Perhaps the initial progress of Bekaert, Cho, and Moreno (2005) and Gallmeyer,

Hollifield, and Zin (2005) will lead to further advances that allow the next attack

on this issue to bring the macroeconomic contributions in line with the financial

contributions — to the benefit of both.
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A Data sources and definitions

US interest rates in this paper are estimated from quoted prices of treasury securities.
Estimates of nominal yields and forward rates are constructed from a smooth Nelson-
Siegel-Svensson curve as described by Gürkaynak, Sack, and Wright (2006). The data
are available on the Federal Reserve website. A similar curve (estimated by Federal
Reserve staff) is used to estimate yields and forward rates from (inflation-protected)
TIPS. Throughout, yields are understood to be continuously-compounded rates on
zero-coupon bonds. Forward rates are instantaneous.

UK and German forward rate data were provided by the Bank of England and the
Deutsche Bundesbank, respectively, and are available on their public websites. In the
case of the German data, forward rates are constructed from Nelson-Siegel-Svensson
parameters provided by the Bundesbank.

Other macroeconomic and financial data are taken from Datastream.

Term premium estimates were calculated by Federal Reserve staff using the mod-
els of Kim and Orphanides (2005) and D’Amico, Kim and Wei (2006). The former are
posted quarterly at http://federalreserve.gov/pubs/feds/2005/200533/feds200533.xls.

B Affine models

Modern asset pricing theory works like this: in an arbitrage-free setting, there exists
a pricing kernel mt+1 that reconciles the market price vt at date t with its cash flows
ct+1 at t + 1:

vt = Et (mt+1ct+1) .

Bond pricing is a particularly elegant application. If b
(n)
t is the price at date t of one

(dollar, say) paid at t + n, the bond prices can be computed recursively from

b
(n+1)
t = Et

(
mt+1b

(n)
t+1

)
, (2)

starting with b
(0)
t = 1.

Affine models put enough structure on the pricing kernel that prices are log-linear
functions of a state-vector z:

− log b
(n)
t = An + B>

n zt (3)
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for some parameters {An, Bn}. In essentially affine models, the link between forward
rates and the dynamics of z is particularly transparent. Consider a one-dimensional
example:

− log mt+1 = λ(zt)
2/2 + zt + λ(zt)εt+1

λ(zt) = λ0 + λ1zt

zt+1 = (1− ϕ)θ + ϕzt + σεt+1,

where z is a (scalar) state variable, ε is an iid normal random variable with zero
mean and unit variance, σ > 0, and 0 < ϕ < 1. The last equation describes the
dynamic behavior of the state variable: it follows a linear process with autoregressive
parameter ϕ. The “price of risk” λ(z) governs risk premiums; in particular, λ1 controls
the sensitivity of the term premium to movements in z.

The key to the solution is that the model is linear in the right places. Equation
(2) and our guess (3) imply that the coefficients satisfy

An+1 = An + Bn(1− ϕ)θ + Bnσλ0 − (Bnσ)2/2

Bn+1 = 1 + (ϕ + σλ1)Bn

starting with A0 = B0 = 0. If we set ϕ∗ ≡ ϕ+σλ1, the second can be solved directly:

Bn = (1− ϕ∗n)/(1− ϕ∗).

The first we compute recursively.

The beauty of this solution lies in the difference between ϕ and ϕ∗. The former
represents the dynamics of the state variable, the latter the “risk-neutral” (or risk-
adjusted) dynamics that are built into long forward rates and term premiums. If
λ1 = 0, the two are the same and we are back in the world of the expectations
hypothesis: term premiums are constant and all the variation in forward rates comes
from expected future short rates. In general, however, they are different, and their
difference is what generates time-varying term premiums. To be specific, let us define
one-period (as opposed to instantaneous) forward rates by

log
(
b
(n)
t /b

(n+1)
t

)
= f

(n)
t .

Then

f
(n)
t = (An+1 − An) + (Bn+1 −Bn)zt = (An+1 − An) + ϕ∗nzt

and rt ≡ f
(0)
t = zt (the short rate is z). In words: the sensitivity of forward rates

comes from the risk-neutral dynamics. The expected future short rate, in contrast,
follows from the true dynamics, represented here by ϕ:

Etrt+n = (1− ϕn)θ + ϕnzt.
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The term premium is therefore

tp
(n)
t = constant + (ϕ∗n − ϕn)zt,

which evidently depends on the difference between the two kinds of dynamics. The
term premium component is more sensitive to movements in z (hence more variable)
if

(ϕ∗n − ϕn) > ϕn.

This holds for large n if ϕ∗ > ϕ.
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Table 1
Regression of 10-Year Forward Term Premium Estimates on
Selected Macro Variables

Constant -0.83
Unemployment 0.42

∗∗∗

BC long-term Inflation Dispersion 0.76
∗∗∗

Notes: This reports the results of a regression of estimated nominal 10-year forward
term premiums from the model of Kim and Orphanides (2005) (month average) on the
unemployment rate and the dispersion of long-term Blue Chip survey expectations
of CPI inflation. Only months for which there was such a survey are included in the
regression. This survey comes out twice a year, for a total of 40 observations spanning
March 1987 to October 2006. Newey-West standard errors were used.

∗∗∗
denotes

significance at the 1 percent significance level.
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Figure 1
The fed funds target and US treasury yields, 1985-2007
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Notes. The lines represent the fed funds target rate and the 10-year zero-coupon
continuously-compounded yield on (nominal) US treasury securities. The yield is ap-
proximated by the Nelson-Siegel-Svensson method as described in Gürkaynak, Sack,
and Wright (2006).
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Figure 2
The fed funds target and US treasury yields and forward rates,
2004-05
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Notes. The lines represent the fed funds target rate, the 10-year yield, and the instan-
taneous 10-year forward rate. Yields and forward rates are described in Gürkaynak,
Sack, and Wright (2006).
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Figure 3
Cyclical behavior of forward rates
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Notes. Circles represent monthly observations of the unemployment rate and the
10-year forward rate over the period January 1985-February 2007. The filled circles
represent 2004-05.
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Figure 4
Nominal and real forward rate curves, 2004 and 2005
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Notes. The lines represent instantaneous 10-year forward rates on US treasury se-
curities, as described in Gürkaynak, Sack, and Wright (2006). The top panel refers
to yields on traditional (nominal) treasuries, the bottom panel to inflation-protected
TIPS.
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Figure 5
Long-range forecasts of inflation, growth, and interest rates
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Notes. The lines represent Blue Chip long-range forecasts of inflation (the CPI), GDP
growth, and the 3-month treasury bill rate. All series are in percentage points at an
annualized rate and are forecasts for the average of series from five to ten years after
the survey date. The series are shown as of the survey date.
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Figure 6
Credit spread and volatility
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Notes. The first panel is the difference between average yields on Baa and Aaa
corporate bonds. The second is short-term volatility: the implied volatility for at-
the-money one-year interest rate caps. It’s a market assessment of the annualized
volatility of the short-term interest rate. The third panel is the VIX, an instrument
based on the implied volatility of the S&P 500.
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Figure 7
Forecast dispersion for inflation, growth, and interest rates
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Notes. The lines represent the dispersion of the Blue Chip long-range forecasts shown
in Figure 5. The dispersion is the spread between the average of the highest ten
forecasts and the average of the lowest ten forecasts from the panel of Blue Chip
forecasters.
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Figure 8
10-Year forward rates in Germany, the UK, and the US
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Notes. The lines represent instantaneous 10-year forward rates on US, UK and Ger-
man goverment bonds, in percentage points, at the daily frequency. The data sources
are described in Appendix A.
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Figure 9
Components of forward rates in the Kim-Orphanides model
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Notes. The lines show the decomposition of the 10-year instantaneous forward rate
into the expected future short rate and term premium components as estimated by
the model of Kim and Orphanides (2005).
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Figure 10
Components of forward rates in the D’Amico-Kim-Wei model
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Notes. The lines show the decomposition of the 10-year instantaneous nominal for-
ward rate into four components: the expected future real short rate, expected future
inflation, inflation risk premium and the real term premium, as estimated by the
model of D’Amico, Kim and Wei (2006).
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Figure 11
Actual and fitted term premiums
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Notes. The lines show the 10-year instantaneous forward nominal term premium, as
estimated by the model of Kim and Orphanides (2005) and the fitted values of this
term premium obtained from a regression of the term premium on the unemployment
rate and the dispersion of long-range Blue Chip inflation expectations.
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